Annual Report of the Resource Centre for children
with Disabilities
Period: July 2013- June 2014
Introduction
Resource Centre for children with disabilities was initiated in the 2011, to offer focused
education support to those children with disabilities in the age group of 6 to 14y who are
either already in school system or out of school needing focused & specialized intervention
for inclusion in schools.
The children availing services at Resource Centre come from Govindpuri Slums and Lalkuan
Urban village where AARTH-ASTHA already has well established Community Based
Rehabilitation Programmes running for the past several years. Hence these children who
come to Resource centre also get training at their homes in partnership with their family
members on physical milestone development & self help skills, and at Inclusive Child Right
Centres for understanding Child Rights & inclusive environment.
AARTH-ASTHA follows a key worker system, wherein each child is assigned to a community
worker who keeps track of needs, progress of the child in all the areas.
Apart from children from Govindpuri and Lalkuan communities, the children also get
referred to this programme from AARTH-ASTHA run Cross disability Helpline.
In 2013-14, thirty children were enrolled for this programme and they belonged
either one of the following categories:



Children with disabilities who are already in the school system. But at the risk of
dropping out due to barriers to inclusive education in the school system. These
children attend school in either of the two shifts ( Boys in the afternoon shift and the
girls in the morning shift )



Children with disabilities who are enrolled but not going to school due to several
barriers.



Children who are just about reaching school going age and yet to get enrolled

Objectives
Two major objectives of this programme are:


To prepare the children with disabilities and their families for mainstream school



To support the children with disabilities who are already in school for inclusive
education by identifying and minimizing the barriers faced in education

The Resource Centre functions on two days a week in two shifts. The school going children
who go to school in the morning attends afternoon shift at Resource Centre, and the
attending afternoon school, come in the morning to resource Centre. Duration of each
session is two hours. At the end of each session, the children are given refreshments which
are milk,seasonal fruits, eggs/ toast with butter. On special days or festival days special
food items are cooked and served.
The Centre provides transport to children to enable them to come.
The main staff members involved in the Centre are a coordinator, two special educators, a
senior assistant, support staff and a driver- all part time.

The activities involved in the Resource Centre were:
Assessments and Implementation of Intervention Plan for individual
child:
An initial assessment has been made for each child in all the aspects of the child’s life to
find out the enablers and barriers at child, family, community and school levels, for inclusion
in the system by their respective key workers.
special

educators

and the

therapists

The key workers were supported by the

through

an

ongoing training on

conducting

assessments using play way methods.. Based on the report, an individual plan was made for
each child and implemented at the Resource Centre. An individual record is being
maintained for every child to file the reports, worksheets, and artwork. The programmes
were implemented through both group and individual sessions

Individual sessions
Individual sessions mainly focused on understanding of learning styles of every child, and
building academic, pre academic, language & communication skills. Each child was carefully
assessed to understand their barriers in developing skills needed for school education.
According to the needs of children appropriate graded worksheets, pictorial materials, audio
visuals, writing tools and communication strategies were planned and executed. Appropriate
sitting adaptations were also designed to provide best functioning posture. Regular home
work were given which 50% of the children did either with the help of their siblings, parents
or the community key workers.

Group sessions:
The group sessions focused on collective needs of all children in the areas of general
awareness, social, communication and life skills for effective inclusion in schools. Keeping in
mind the varying levels, experiences and exposure of the children in the groups, elaborate
planning of activities and a range of audio & visual materials were collected. Video clippings
were also collected through net search. A multi level lesson planning was done in order to
enable all children to participate and learn. Some topics were chosen from school textbooks
so as to enable children to participate in their respective classes meaningfully. The
strategies used were functional and simulated activities. A regular opportunities were given
to practice the skills learnt.

The topics for Group Sessions:
Body parts covered
Naming and identification of major body parts, minor body parts, sexual organs & their
functions, secondary body changes, care & cleanliness of body parts
Safety and protection covered
Identification of objects, people, situations within & outside home; following safety
measures with objects; developing

skills for recognizing good & bad touch and

safeguarding self
An orientation to subjects taught in schools covered
Developing awareness of subjects taught in school, building basic understanding of the
scope of each subject, developing skills for associating text books & school copies with the
respective subjects
Forest covered
Developing awareness on features of a typical forest; building capacities to recognize
common the floras & faunas and build capacity to appreciate them

Besides these, the children were given exposure to various theatrical skills through series of
storytelling, movement, improvisation and craft workshops. The aim of these workshops
was to enable children to participate in a theatre production, Rajkumari Jo Ban Gayee
Raja, to be held in July.

Teaching –Learning materials

Several visuals for concept building & stories were developed that will enable children
who do not read or write, to enhance learning.

Augmentative and alternative communication system was developed for two children
with cerebral palsy who are non verbal. The pictorial communication board developed in
collaboration with their mothers enabled these children to express basic needs, to
participate in academic activities.
Graded worksheets with suitable adaptations for slow learner, children with low vision,
intellectual challenges were developed to facilitate independent response.
These materials were also shared as learning strategies with school teachers and parents of
respective child.
Language CDs and DVDc were purchased to enhance expressive language and Grammar
in Hindi
A kit for screening hearing loss, made
A low cost & durable clay in various colours were made using house hold flour to enable
children to learn by doing and to enhance creativity.

Resources bought:
Wooden platform of varying size were bought and and used as foot rest for children with
cerebral palsy to aid comfortable siiting.
Floor table to aid working on floor comfortably
Reading wedge for aiding comfortable reading for children with low vision
Cushions of varying sizes and shapes were made and used for children with cerebral palsy
as an aid for adjusting posture.

Nutrition programme:
The children coming to Resource Centre gets regular highly nutritious refreshment. The
nutritition include eggs, seasonal fruits, milk, bread, porridge etc. The nutrition programme
had a very positive impact on the physical and cognitive aspects. Besides the programme
enabled children to become aware of seasonal food items and eating etiquettes. The
attraction towards variety and healthy food also prompted parents to send children on a
regular basis. The children also looked forwarded to the variety.
Besides regular refreshments, six children whose nutritional needs were more than the rest,
were given additional nutrition support. The parents were linked to another agenciesWomen’s Relief and Rehabilitation Trust,
that supported these children with additional
nutrition. This had a huge positive impact on children.

Medical & aids and appliances
Three children were given medical support. Muskaan had a thorough vision check up;
Shweta is a child with Ataxia telengiasis which is a progressive condition characterized by
increasing loss of muscle power. The cost of the
medicine was beyond the family’s means. ASTHA helped
the

family

medicine

to

get

sponsored.

Neelu is a young girl
with cerebral palsy. She
got

her

hand

splint

made.Ruby is a child
with cerebral palsy. She
got a rollator and is
being trained to use it
for mobility. Pushkar(passed away in July)got a wheel
chair, and Dushyant a standing frame and special chair.

Exposure Visits:
Bal bhawan:
Visit to Bal Bhawan gave exposure to various art and craft activities using waste and low
cost materials to both children as well as the staff. Besides children also got to learn from

various

working

models

explaining

science

related

concepts

.

Iscon Temple:
The children visited Iscon temple during Janmashtami celebration. Through various displays,
the children learnt about various aspects of Lord Krishna

Air Force Museum:
It was an exciting trip for children. This was the
first time many children saw airplanes at such
close

quarters.

The

children

got

a

correct

understanding of the size of the planes.

Akhshardham Temple
The children learnt to appreciate the architectural
beauty of the temple.

National Museum of Natural History
Visit

to

museum

was

a

great

learning

experience. They understood the concept of
museum. They had an opportunity to see
animals in such close quarters. Some school
going children were able to link their past
learning about animals to the animals they saw
in the museum.

Out station visits
Two children from resource centre were selected to go on a outstation trip to place called
Dholpur in Rajasthan, along with few young adult and parents groups. The purpose of the

visit

is

exposure

to

more

organizations

working in the field of disabilities and on
other social issues. The visit gave a first hand
experience of learning about the organization
and their initiatives in working for rights of
children with disabilities. It was a best
opportunity for the staff to know more about
the abilities of the children, and for the
children, it was an opportunity to take care of
self and to strengthen their bond with their
peer groups.

Celebrations:
International Disability Day:
International Disability Day is celebrated
every year at AARTH-ASTHA. However,
this time the responsibility of organizing
and conducting was entirely on AARTHASTHA’s children &

young adults with

disabilities. The young adults conducted
several planning meetings where the
senior children from Resource Centre
were actively involved. They contributed
meaningfully to the plan by suggesting
activities that could be incorporated. On
the event day, all the children from Resource Centre participated. The Highlight was when
shy Neha walked up to the stage and made a request that she wanted to say something on
the mike. When she was given the mike she confidently spoke about how she enjoyed being
part of the whole event.

Christmas
Christmas was celebrated with songs and fun
with games & gifts. The entire life history of
Lord Jesus was narrated to children using
bright picture cards developed by teachers.
These

story

including

cards

children

enabled
with

all

children

severe

learning

problems to comprehend and respond.

Lohri

The children celebrated Lohri with a group of
volunteers who had come from Starbucks.
The children very well demonstrated their
understanding of the festival by sharing
verbally the purpose of celebration of Lohri.
Every child participated in

dance on Lohri

Songs. They were also shown from You tube
how this festival is celebrated in different
places.

Holi

Holi was also celebrated with great joy. The
children

demonstrated

how

holi

is

celebrated to an English lady who had been
volunteering at ASTHA then.

Participation in competitions
Participation in a Sports Day at Amar Jyoti Integrated School:
Ten children, out of which five from Resource Centre participated in the Integrated Sports
Day organized by Amar Jyoti Integrated School. They participated in various race and won
five medals in all. Apart from winning prizes for their performance, they got the opportunity
to integrate certain social skills such as waiting for their turns, taking losing sportingly,
winning gracefully etc

Children’s understanding of Child Rights
Two children from Resource Centre participated in a campaign, Children’s Parliament,
organized by Nine is mine. The aim of the campaign is to train children to share their views
on various issues affecting the lives of persons with disabilities. The children got to
understand some knowledge on the working of parliament through role play activities.
Besides they also got an opportunity to share about the issues that they face in schools,
confidentially.

The children also got an opportunity to participate in another campaign, Street to School,
organized by National commission for the Protection on Child Rights NCPCR, where they had
an opportunity to be with more than 1000 school children and present a song before them.

Work with parents:
At an individual level, every parent
of children coming to Resource C
entre are met several times through
the respective key workers to make
them understand what needs to be
expected of Resource Centre and
about their role & responsibilities.
Besides

this,

a

regular

group

meetings are held with parents of
both

communities

to

share

and

discuss common concerns regarding

inclusive education for their children. To motivate the parents who are yet not taking
inclusive education seriously, the identified motivated

parents are made to share their

experiences with the larger group.
This year, six meetings were held.
The parents of three children- Tushar, Pushkar and Sudip , took keen interest in their
children’s education. Both Tushar’s mother and Pushkar’s mother rendered full support in
making the communication. Both Tushar and Sudip’s parents are not interested in sending
their children in government school. Tushar’s mother has been visiting near by play school
where as Sudip’s mother is looking for special school.

Advocacy initiatives:
Regarding Disability Certificate:
Ruby’s family lives in Lalkuan. She is a
single parent child. Since they have
migrated, the mother does not have
any documents that are required to
make Ruby’s Disability certificate. The
AARTH-ASTHA

team

regularly

advocated with Disability commissioner.
After a several trips, the mother has
finally got a recommendation letter from the commissioner, and her disability certificate is
in process.

Regarding school admission

When Subista’s mother approached the
nearby government school for Subista’s
admission, the school refused on the
ground of non availability of special
educator and also for not wanting to take
responsibility of safety of a special child.
The

mother,

ASTHA’s

supported

team

department,

,

by

visited

National

AARTHEducation

Commission

of

Protection of Child Rights NCPCR and District Commission of Protection of Child Rights
DCPCR and presented Subista’s case. It did not help much. Finally, Subista’s admission was
done by involving the media CNN-IBN. Subista now goes to school, and she is learning to
be in class like other children of the class. The mother currently has been staying in the
school helping teachers to understand her daughter.

Regarding provisions for inclusive education for children with disabilities in
schools

There are still many children with disabilities in school going age in both Lalkuan and
Govindpuri communities despite all efforts to build capacities of both children and parents.
The lack of transport system, non availability of special educators and safety in schools
seem to be the major reasons for parents not wanting to send their children. The AARTHASTHA team has regularly been presenting these children’s cases to NCPCR, DCPCR and
Sarva Siksha Abhiyan SSA. Now in some schools, the special educators have been
appointed.

Capacity Building of the staff
Following are some of the workshops attended by the team members of the Resource
Centre:
Training of the Trainers: Keeping in mind the increasing need of the AARTH-ASTHA’s staff
to conduct training workshops for the other organizations, a Training the Trainer’s workshop
was conducted by a leading trainer from Orissa. The three day workshop gave the staff a
good understanding on various aspects of training.

Conducting Assessments, Evaluation and Planning of individual programmes for
children: This workshop was conducted by a physiotherapist from England who was in 6
month contract with AARTH-ASTHA to train the community workers and the professionals
to look at the children holistically.After studying the needs of the staff, she developed her
training on the above mentioned topics with easy to fill assessment and planning format.
The staff found the training very useful, and the forms are being used by the staff widely

Workshop on Autism: A one day workshop on Autism enabled the senior staff to refresh
their understanding on Autism, and for the new staff, it gave an overview to this condition
in terms of identification, causes, intervention programme.

Workshop on Deaf-Blindness: A one
day workshop on Deaf blindness gave an
understanding on causes, identification
and intervention on deafblindness

Independent Living: This was an in
house workshop that enabled the team to
change
disability

their
as

perspective
a

human

to

look

diversity.

at
The

workshop also gave a clear understanding
of what Independent living means and
about the training needs and support required bya persons with disabilities for independent
living.

Protection of Children from Sexual
Offences Act, POSCO Act: A one day
workshop

to

build

awareness

on

POSCO Act. The parents were also
present for the workshop. Awareness
of the Act was very crucial for the
participants. It enabled many of the
community workers look at the law
with respect to disability and their
vulnerability to sexual assault.

Sexuality and Disability:
A one day workshop focused on removing the myths regarding sexuality of persons with
disability. It also focused on how to go about training persons with disability on dealing with
their sexual desires.

Participation in meetings conducted by RTE Forum: AARTH-ASTHA is a member of RTE
Forum. We are the only agency that is representing disability in the entire forum. Hence
through participation in their meetings, AARTH-ASTHA has consistently been sharing its
concerns on the education of children with disabilities. On the other hand, by being part of
just forums, the organization also gets updated on the latest rules and any change in the

education policies. One senior staff from the Resource centre has been attending meetings
regularly, and sharing the updates with the rest.
.

A TABLE SHOWING TOTAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN WORKED WITH, AND
CURRENT STATUS:

S.N
o

Name

Ag
e/
Ge
nd
er

Disability &
Month
challenges
Mont exit
h of
entry

1.

Priya

11y Cerebral
July
/F
Palsy
with 2011
Spastics
quadriplegia.
Non verbal
and
wheel
chair user

September
2013

2.

Pushkar

8y/
M

Cerebral
July
Palsy
with 2011
spastics
quadriplegia.
Non verbal
and a wheel
chair user.

We
are
sorry
to
inform that
Pushkar
passed
away in July
2014 after a
brief illness.
He attended
ASTHA till
two
days
before
passing
away.

3

Rohit

8y/
M

Slow Learner

May 2014

July
2011

of School
status

Admis
sion
done.
But
not
going
to
school

Current Focus

Priya is not able to come to
Resource Centre as mother finds it
difficult to bring her even upto the
stop leaving her younger brother
at home alone. However, AARTHASTHA makes an extra effort to
bring her for all large activities,
camps, outings and workshops..
Advocacy with NCPCR and
education department is yet to
yield any response
Pushkar was progressing very well
in
academics
using
his
communication board. Enthused
by his progress, the mother was
fully prepared to stay with
Pushkar in school to take care of
feeding and toileting. The family
had a talk with school for
readmission. Pushkar was to join
school in july.

Prom
oted

Rohit has been going to school
regularly
and
has
made

4

Mohit

8y/
M

Cerebral
palsy,
Spastics
diplegia

to
grade
4

tremendous progress in all areas.
His performance is almost at par
with other children in his class.
ASTHA also found a coaching
centre nearby his house. After
attending school, Rohit will attend
the coaching centre for any extra
help, like other children in his
neighbourhood. The family is in
touch with ASTHA.

Januar May 2014
y
2012

Prom
oted
to 2nd
grade.
Going
regula
rly

Mohit is doing very well in
academics. He is well integrated in
school. He is also able to ask for
help from his peer where physical
movements are concerned. Hence
work at Resource Centre is
completed. However, ASTHA’s key
worker continues to visit once a
month to review his orthotic aids.

Augus
t 2011

Admis
sion in
privat
e
school
is in
proce
ss

Sudip’s major progress has been
that he can sit in class throughout
without mother’s presence. He
follows short instructions and
performs
observing
others.Looking at Sudip’s progress
mother tried for admission in
mainstream private schools. But
private schools are not ready for
admission. Mother is being
motivated to try again in the
government school.

Walks with
support,
verbal

5

Sudip

10/
M

Aarskog
Syndrome

continuing

Independent
walker, non
verbal, has
vision,
hearing
problems,
has difficulty
in staying in
one
place.
Intellectually
challenged
6.

Rohit
Sibhdha
r

7y/
M

Intellectual
Januar December
impairment.
y 13
2013
Walker, non
verbal

Rohit made good progress in all
the developmental areas. He had
learnt to speak using two words in
his
sentence.
He
started
demonstrating understanding of
basic academic concepts at
preschool level. However in
December the family went to their

village, and have not come back.
7

Neha

13y Slow learner July
/F
2011
Independent
in all the
basic
daily
living skills,
academically
far below her
class.

Continuing

Prom
oted
to
class 6

Focus on reading, writing,
language experience through
stories and on building awareness
about environment. Neha’s skills
in social and communication areas
have improved remarkably. Her
speech is very clear, coherent and
relevant. Earlier she was seen with
smaller children in the school,
now she interacts with children of
her age. Earlier she was always
seen outside her class. Now she
only comes out of the class during
break. However, her academic
progress still continues to be slow.
But her awareness about her
environment
is
increasing.
Keeping her level of interest in
academics and growing age, she
will be shifted into life skills
programme of ASTHA from August
2014. Her parents welcome this
change

8.

Sonia

13y Intellectually
/F
challenged,
verbal,
hyperactive,
independent
walker,

continuing

Prom
oted
to
class 5

Focused work on building on
communication, social, self care &
protection,
attention
span,
memory & academic skills. Also
getting her familiar with stories
and environmental concepts from
school text books of her grade by
simplifying
and
through
appropriate activities. Sonia is
increasingly
becoming
responsible; her impulsivity has
reduced; she is also becoming
aware of social norms, safety of
self and her looks. Her awareness
about school, subjects taught in
the class have increased.

July
2011

However, keeping in mind her age,

she will be shifted to Life skills
programme of ASTHA
9.

Vikas

10

Muskaa
n

11

Subhista

12y Clubbed feet
/M

Low vision

10y Cerebral

Januar December
y
2013
2013

In
school
.
Prom
oted
to
grade
5

Focus with Vikas was to inculcate
interest in academics through
enriching learning experiences
and graded worksheets. Vikas has
made good progress in Maths and
Hindi. He learnt to do simple
addition and subtraction and had
learnt to recognize most letters of
Hindi alphabets. He could recall
stories once heard. However,
since his school was far, he was
getting tired after coming back
from school, and hence was
increasingly finding difficult to
come to Resource Centre. Hence it
was decided that the same work
will be carried on with him
through the key worker at home.

Januar Continuing
y
2013

Prom
oted
to
grade
5.

Muskaan’s vision was
assessed
and strategies for reading and
writing are being looked at.
Muskaan has been given
worksheets with highlighted
outlines of written materials
and
pictures. Muskaan’s
requirements were shared
with
her teacher. She has made
good
progress in Maths. She can
write in continuation from 125
and she knows before and
after
numbers till 10. She can copy
Hindi words but need practice
in
reading.

July

Admit

Subhista has made significant

continuing

/F

palsy
with 2012
Mental
retardation

ted in
school
in
Augus
t 2013
in 2nd
grade.
In
april
2014,
she is
prom
oted
to
class
3.
Goes
to
school
regula
rly

progress in her social and
communication skills. Her on-seat
behavior has improved. She
follows verbal commands. She
imitates other children for turn
taking under adult supervision.
She can engage herself in activities
without adult’s supervision if the
activities interest her. Subista got
admission in school after a long
advocacy. Although mother goes
to school but does not stay in the
class. Subista is slowly getting
integrated in class for all social
activities. She independently
stands in a queue for her mid day
meal. In class she responds to her
name during attendance. When
children copy from board, she also
pulls out a copy and scribbles. She
has made friends in school. Her
verbal
communication
has
improved. At resource Centre the
focus is on building reading,
writing and math skills

continuing

Prom
oted
to
class
2.
Going
to
school
with
keen
intere
st

Sandhya
is
slowly
getting
integrated in school activities. She
has become independent in
getting her food and eating
independently. She uses school
facilities appropriately. She is able
to copy letters and numbers from
board, but with no understanding.
At resource centre, the special
educator is working on building
number and letter concept.
Currently she is matching concept
with collection of objects upto 5
and recognizing pictures and
naming them in Hindi

Januar continuing
y

Not
admit

There is a visible change in
Himanshu. He recognizes all

12

Sandhya

10y Downs
July
/F
syndrome
2012
…
Walker,
limited
verbal
communicati
on & social
skills

13

Himans

7y/

Down

hu

M

syndrome

2012

ted in familiar people. Willing to work
school with others. Attends to simple
table top activities such as playing
with educational toys in imitation,
looks in to books, points to
familiar pictures when named and
scribbles
holding
pencil
appropriately. The focus is on
building attention skill. Now
Himanshu can be in a class for
more than 2 hours without the
parents. He has learnt to engage
in
table
top
activities
independently. He does not ask
for mother. The parents are now
willing to send him to school.

Non verbal,
Walks with
support

14

Rinku

9y/
M

Vision
difficulties

15

Shweta

12y Ataxia
/
Telangiechasi
s
Is a wheel
chair user.

June
2012

April 2014

Prom
oted
to
class
4.
Going
to
school
,

Some strategies such as reading
wedge,
appropriate
lighting,
highlighted worksheets, large
print letters and numbers helped
him These strategies were shared
at school. Now Rinku is
performing like most children.
Hence major work with Rinku is
completed.
However
the
community staff will visit Rinku ‘s
home and school to understand
any other need

July
2012

continuing

Admit
ted in
school
. But
not
going

Her
speech,
social
and
communication
skills
have
improved. She is currently
functioning at class 1 level by
Government school standard as
far as reading, writing and maths
are concern. Her comprehension
to stories and her verbal skills are
far ahead of academic skills. She
takes good interest in drawing and
colouring. The school continues to
demand some family member to
be with Shweta in school. Due to
family difficulties, the mother is

not able to do so. Hence her
school status remains the same as
before. She is currently getting
academic input at resource centre
and the key worker goes home to
review the therapy.
16

Ruby

10y CP Diplegia
July
/F
2012
Verbal,
Wheel chair
user

Continuing

Prom
oted
to
grade
3

There is a lot of positive changes
as far as her school is concerned.
She is well integrated in class. Her
comprehension is at par with
other children in the class. Hence
orally she is able to respond very
well. She is still little behind as far
as reading and writing are
concerned. At resource Centre the
main focus is on these aspects of
academics.
At school the teachers and peer
groups are very supportive of
ruby. They help in transfer from
wheel chair to chair, take Ruby to
toilet and help her in accessing
mid day meal. The mother who
was coming in between her work
to do these work, is no longer
required to do so.

17

Pawan

10y Learning
/M Disability

July
2012

December
13

Class:
4

The main focus was on reading
and writing. He made good
progress in both the areas.
Though his level was almost same
as most children of his class, we
would have wanted him to
continue for some more period.
But Pawan’s school timing and the
timing of the Resource Centrre
clashed. Hence he had to
discontinue coming to RC.
However, there is need based
service provided to Pawan at
home.

18

Maya

9y/
F

Disability
not clear.

is July
2012

continuing

Class
3

Maya’s interest does not seem to
be so much in academics as is in
theatre, movement and craft
activities.
Her
social
and
communication
skills
have
improved. She comes from a very
vulnerable background.
The
lessons on safety skills, Good &
bad touch helped her to develop
awareness on these issues. Her
attendance
to
school
has
improved.

Continuing

Prom
oted
to
Class
3

Neelu is well accepted in her
class. Academically she has
progressed very little. She also has
a huge responsibility in the home
front. Her interest is more in art,
craft,
movement
activities.
Considering her age, she will be
shifted to young adults’ life Skills
Programme

Independent
walker

19

Neelu

15y Cerebral
/F
Palsy,
Spastics
hemiplegia

July
2012

20

Priyanka

…/
F

Cerebral
Palsy,
Hemiplegia

Januar August 2013
y
2012

21

Janhivi

5/F

Hearing
impairment

Januar continuing
y
2013

Admit
ted in
School
for
hearin
g
impair
ed

Main focus with her was auditory
and speech training, and on
improving
attention
span,
reducing hyper active behavior.
Jhanvi is progressing well in all
these fronts. The parents were
keen to admit her in School for
Hearing Impaired. She continues
to come to RC for auditory and
speech training

22

Rehmat

F

Cerebral
Palsy

March
13

Has
got
admis

A detailed assessment in all the
areas had been completed.
Rehmat has got the wheel chair.

September
13

Priyanka is very well integrated in
the school. More over her parents
have appointed a tutor at home.
The parents are in touch with
ASTHA for schemes related
information.

sion
to
school
in July
13.

Mother takes her to school and as
per the school’s requirement, the
mother stays in school with her.
Since the family lives little far,
ASTHA’s van could not go very
close to their house, hence it had
become difficult for mother to
manage both school as well as
bring her upto the stop. However,
the education support is provided
through home based programme
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Kashifa

4+/
F

Hearing
impairment

April
13

continuing

Visits
Aanga
nwadi
for
presc
hool
progra
mme

Kashifa now makes good eye
contact. Keeps her hearing aid on
for a longer duration. Lip reads to
understand command. Remains
seated in chair for adequate
duration.
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Tushar

4y/
m

CP
July
Hemiplegia
2013
with squint in
eyes

continuing

The
paren
ts are
trying
to
admit
him in
the
nearb
y play
school
.

Tushar was assessed in all the
developmental areas and the
programme was made to develop
speech,
language,
motor
milestones, pre academic and self
help areas. Tushar has become
partially independent in toileting,
eating
and
has
started
communicating in words though
unclear. He is able to sit for two
hours in class without the
mother’s
presence.
He
participates with interest in group
activities.
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Mohd.
Rihan

10y Vision
and Augus
/M speech
t 2013
difficulties

continuing

Prom
oted
to 3rd
grade

On assessment, it was found out
that Mohd.Rihan can read. But
due to difficulties in his both eyes,
he gets tired very quickly. Certtain
strategies that works well with
him are: use of reading wedge,
making him sit in the most
illuminated part of the room,

worksheets with high contrast,
large sized letters and tactile
boundaries for coloring etc. The
strategies were shared with the
school teachers.
After assessing his speech a
speech programme was made to
improve speech clarity, to correct
articulation.
Besides these,
picking out topics from school
subject text books and modifying
to suit to his level.
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Ayush

5y/
M

Speech
difficulties

July20
13

continuing

Now
prom
oted
to
class1

After a detailed assessment,
Ayush is on speech therapy. This
has improved his speech. He was
admitted to nursery class soon
after he started coming to RC.
Now he is promoted to class 1
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Shagun

5y/
F

Intellectually
challenged

July
13

continuing

.Admi Shagun was first admitted in
tted in school and then to enable her to
class 1 access school education, she was
brought in to Resource Centre.
After a detailed assessment, a
programme was made to work
towards building her academic,
social and communication skills.
Shagun has now started sitting in
the class for required time. She
engages in playing with blocks,
toys, sorting colours, shapes,
scribbling,
colouring
within
boundary.
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Bhumik
a

5y/
F

Cerebral
Palsy,
hemiplegia

July
13

continuing

Was
admit
ted in
school
in
Nurse
ry. But
becau

Bhoomika’s learning pace is very
good. She had made progress in
Maths, in reading and writing.
Unfortunately parents went on a
long holiday to their village. Hence
the work has to restart.
And she has to be readmitted

se of
long
absen
ce
witho
ut
infor
matio
n, her
name
has
been
struck
off
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Dushyan 5y/
t
M

Spina Bifida

July
13

November
13

Yet to
get
admit
ted

Based on the assessment,
Dushyant’s programme included
play activities to teach pre
academic concepts and to
inculcate interest in education.
Dushyant lives far off where our
van could not go. The mother was
bringing
him
regularly.
Unfortunately the father met with
an accident. Hence mother could
not bring him

30

Julkar
Nain

4y/
M

Intellectually
Challenged

July13

Sepember
13

Worki
ng
towar
ds
educa
tion

Jhulkar nain’s assessment was
done. Program is made. But child
has remained absent for many
days

Number of children coming to the Resource Centre: 30
Number of children attending schools regularly: 20
Number of children who have admission but not able to go because of lack of transport
facility: 3
Number of children who have not attained school going age: 2

Number of children whose admission process has not started due to parent’s apprehension
on the safety in school: 3
Number of dropped out children:2

Overall impact of the programme













8 more children were enrolled in the school
The children who are attending schools are regular
Parents’ participation in the admission process have increased
Acceptance of children with disability by teachers and peers have increased. The
peer support has strengthened in some schools. Eg. Ruby is very well accepted by all
in her school. The peer group extends all support to Ruby
Motivation of the parents have improved : hence the number of children attending
the programme regularly have increased; the parents are making efforts on their
own for admission in school; more and more children are completing homework
given to them
Parents are ready to send their child at younger age. Eg.Tushar, Kashifa
A few teachers in the school have become open to suggestions given to them for the
children with disabilities in their class
Regular advocacy for special educators appointment has yielded positive results.
Some schools in Govindpuri and Lalkuan have special educators.
Social, communication & self help skills of children have improved and are ready for
admission in their neighborhood schools. Eg.Tushar
The parents of children who do not belong to the current target community, are also
keen to bring their child for this programme for school readiness skills

Some Inspirational Stories

Subista- The Fighter
Shubista’s long cherished dream has now
come true. Yes, she has finally got
admission in school, and she has been
attending school regularly. It would have
not been possible but for the mother’s
determination to see her daughter in the
school.

At AARTH-ASTHA within a span of one year at Resource Centre, Subista learnt adequate
social and communication skills that mother got motivated to admit Subista in the
neighbourhood government school. But the school was not ready to have Subista coming to
school. They were not willing to take responsibility of
her and told her that Subista can get admitted only after
the appointment of a special educator. Not losing hope
Subista’s mother, with the support of AARTH-ASTHA
advocated for her child’s admission with the education
department. But there was no progress. Around the
same time, when media approached with the idea of
projecting issues of persons with disabilities, Subista’s
mother got one more opportunity to present Subisista’s
plight. This yielded the desired response from the
school.
At present Subhista is accompanied to school with her
mother who stays outside her classroom. She has
started to respond very positively to her new social
environment and takes part in all her class activities.
Besides this, she has also made new friends with whom
she plays in the break.

Mohd.Rihan: Back to school

It was heart breaking for Mohd. Rihan’s parents when their son Rihan had to drop out from
school twice. Rihan has both speech and vision difficulties due to hormone deficiency.
Soon after Rihan started coming to Resource Centre, the parents were motivated to readmit
Rihan in the
school. At Resource
Centre, he
was
assessed thoroughly.

The parents were guided to avail speech therapy from another Rehabilitation Centre. The
same programme was carried out at AARTH-ASTHA’s Resource Centre as well.His vision got
checked up both medically and functionally. Rihan started progressing fast with appropriate
aids & worksheets and other reasonable accommodation. The same strategies were shared
with the school. Rihan is settling well in school.

Tushar: Ready to go to school

In a span of two years at Resource Centre, Tushar has made a progress in all spheres of his
life. Tushar’s disability (Cerebral Palsy with speech & vision difficulties) and his challenges in
all the activities of daily living worried his parents very much. Even at the age of four years
he was only on milk. His separation anxiety was very strong. Systematic training has
enabled Tushar to learn to indicate for toilet, communicate his needs using both speech &
gestures, socially interacting with other children, demonstrate understanding of several pre
academic concepts and most importantly to be able to stay in the class without the
presence of parents. The parents are now trying to seek admission in a mainstream play
school.

Ruby – Well included in School
Ruby’s accessing education at school has
not only boosted Ruby’s and her family’s
confidence but also has reinforced AARTHASTHA’s belief that inclusion of children
with disabilities, is possible. It was not
easy for a ten year old Ruby with cerebral
palsy who was admitted in school, initially.
Even after admission in school on the
ground of provision for children with
disabilities
under
RTE
Act,
the
discrimination faced by her in the school
pushed the family to the verge of pulling

her out from school. Here came in the support from AARTH-ASTHA.

Working closely with Ruby, her family and the school system made a huge difference.
Ruby’s capacity increased significantly. The attitude of her teachers and peers changed with
regular interaction with teachers and peers. This reduced the barriers to inclusive education
gradually.
Ruby, having gained acceptance from teachers and friends, now is a happy child studying
in class two. Her classmates support her wherever needed. The child who was so insecure,
has now become a confident girl. She is now eager to participate in AARTH-ASTHA’s play,
Rajkumari jo Ban Gayee Raja.

